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Folios 26-28: Surgeon's general remarks. Since the prisoners generally enjoyed good health, only four 

cases are detailed in the journal. The first case, John [Cornelius] Fitzgerald, ought never to have been 

sent on board. He had suffered pneumonia when in the jail and had been sent directly from the 

hospital on board. He was a native of the south of Ireland and spoke the Irish language, the surgeon 

charitably concludes that 'Dr Rooney could not have been aware that his complaints had assumed so 

serious a character'. His appetite continued good and he was given food from the Captain's table, this 

and good nursing were the reasons he was landed alive, but the surgeon feared he would not live long 

since he was 'reduced to a mere skeleton'. The second case of phthisis, Pat Crossbie, could be 

classified among the tumescentiae but the surgeons' attention was chiefly drawn to the pulmonic 

affection. His complaints were of a complicated nature. The third phthisis case, Martin Kelly, had also 

been unwell in gaol but speaking no English his complaints had been overlooked and he was 

labouring under incipient phthisis when sent on board. The surgeon has no reason to suppose either 

of the three were drunkards but their constitutions seemed shattered by 'their wayward mode of life'. 

Each of them seemed more like a man in his sixties than their stated ages. There were three cases of 

scurvy among the guard and the surgeon finds it difficult to account for them. Two were raw recruits 

and the third a child. The surgeon suspects they 'had been in the habit of using the slush in their pea 

soup' but he could not catch them doing so, although their soup was noticeably different to that served 

to the convicts. The surgeon 'noted afterwards that the soups assimilated more than they had hitherto 

done'. The guard were examined every other day and those with purple spots were given double 

allowance of lemon juice, their salt rations were checked and preserved soup and wine substituted, 

and they were given anti-scorbutic medicines. Too much care cannot be given to preventing prisoners 

from eating slush. They begin by soaking bread in it and toasting it. The prisoners should be obliged to 

keep themselves clean and mustered and inspected on Thursdays and Sundays. The prisons should 

also be kept clean and dry by swinging stoves. Unless they are at schools or unwell, if the weather 

allows it, the prisoners should be on deck during the day. They should not however be kept on deck 

until they are wet and then ordered below, since so many people breathing the air becomes vitiated 

and loaded with the effluvia from their wet clothing, producing the most baneful effects upon the 

constitution. The best prophylactic measure is to keep the prisoners dry and in the open air as much 

as possible. The surgeon is sure that in ships that arrive with unhealthy prisoners, they must have 

been kept too much below. A great improvement may be made in the construction of prison ships by 

replacing the 'upright elm stanchions in the three hatchways' with iron bars. The wooden stanchions 

are expensive and are sold very cheap in the colonies while iron would not only provide better 

ventilation but would also retain its value, or could be returned in the ship along with the ventilators.  

 

Signed James Barr, Surgeon 


